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To Whom lt May Goncern:

Ref: Thierry Clerc, HomeopathY

Thierry Clerc has been offering monthly homeopathic drops ins at our day
centre for the homeless in Cambridge for over six months now. Thierry has

become an impodant and valued member of a team that deliver services to

rough sleepers and the vulnerably housed to improve and enhance welt

being. Thierry has taken an open and flexible approach to working with both

individuals and the charity, remaining positive and hopeful in an environment
that can sometirnes be challenging to work in'

Thierry has offered treatment to people with a range of conditions from the
most immediate of injuries, to long term pain, depression and addiction.
People frequently come out of their consultations with a more positive attitude

to their ailments and a definite sense that they've been heard - an impofiant
part of any therapeutic relationship. lvlany of the people that we work with do

not necessarily stay in Cambridge for a sustained period of time. This means

that they may not experience the full benefits of the treatrnents they received,

however the impact of actually being offered treatment is clear, people are

hugely irnpressed and thankful for the time, adviee and treatment Thierry
provides. lt's a bit a by line but Thierry's comrnitment to the benefits of
hydration and water drinking I know can only be a good thing when working

with some who have alcohol dependencies.

All in all a great guy who has impressed our service users, volunteers and

staff team a like We would recommend Thierry to anyone seeking a
comprehensive, holistic a client centred approach to their treatment.

lf you require any further information please do nqt hesitate to contact me.

Yours truly,
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